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 Announcements: 

* Happy 4th of July!  June ended up in Seattle with a BANG!  100+ temps the last
few days.  YIKES.  Understand, folks don't generally have AC around here.  It really
doesn't get that hot.  I do have a portable AC, so I survived.  Anyway, I hope this heat
doesn't get to you next!  (PS:  I am heading to Vegas in August, so this is a warm-
up!)

* No new licensing group classes, but I am doing a lot of one-on-one individual
sessions via Zoom.  I work with folks that haven't started their licensing journey
along with anyone that already are set up and need further advice and info.  Please
let me know if I can help with your music licensing adventures! EMAIL me for
availability.  
https://edhartmanmusic.com/music-licensing-lessons-and-classes



*  If you want a very fun 45 minute distraction, please watch, "As the Earth
Turns" (I scored and produced) on TUBITV. (https://www.astheearthturns.com/) It's
free.  The payments are MUCH better than Amazon.  You can really help indie
filmmakers there. If you email me, If you want to see the short doc, it's in an online
fest below (NY Lift-Off)

* If you are interested in percussion instruments, I have another newsletter (for
fans of The Drum Exchange, a store I ran up until 2017 - RIP).  There's a growing
amount of instruments for sale, along with lots of info about drums & percussion!
Email me

* If you have a story about a placement, or a tip on getting music in media, or
scoring-to-picture, please contact me.  Thanks!

* FB page about licensing: (Please like to get more info in between newsletters)
Get Your Music in Film and TV: (please like!)
https://www.facebook.com/edhartmanmusic

*  Welcome new readers!  Please feel free to email questions about music licensing
(and scoring).  I will answer you by email, and add your questions (anon.) in the next
newsletter. (see below)  If you have an idea for an article, please feel free to let me
know.

* Ed Hartman Patreon Page:  (This is a FREE newsletter.  This is the closest thing I
have to a subscription!) Is this newsletter worth at least $1 to you?  Honestly, this
newsletter takes many DAYS and HOURS to create!  I'm not complaining, but it has
been getting bigger.   If you can support this newsletter, that would be wonderful! 
https://www.patreon.com/edhartman
OR buy something from my website!
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy

Meme of the month:



ONLINE Music Licensing Classes available:
I am doing a TON of individual sessions! 
Short 3 minute video about Music Licensing Lessons:

https://youtu.be/pDBnvokbRr4
General Information:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/music-licensing-lessons-and-classes
Whether you are new to getting your music in film and TV, or
would like a refresher or follow-up, I can generally help.  I can
get a LOT done in a session!
Classes taught on Zoom (free app) via private invite. 
I can share tracks, videos, documents, chat, etc., all while I teach.  It's actually pretty
cool and easy to use (download zoom.us for phone, tablet, or desktop - best).   I'll
send you an invite. I will email an invoice (Paypal) or CC. 

Next class TBA. (Probably Fall 2021)
https://edhartmanmusic.com/music-licensing-lessons-and-classes
Email for information, special pricing, and registration.

Always available:  One-on-One sessions:   $70/hr; $100/ 1.5 hrs./$120 2 hrs.
(Email to schedule) 
(ZOOM (free download https://zoom.us/) or in-person in  the Seattle area.)
Prerequisite: None. Beginners or experienced composers, songwriters & producers
welcome.
This is an extremely targeted and efficient class that can focus on tracks, metadata,



organization, marketing, PROs, copyright, libraries, royalties, etc.   You can send
tracks to me for review, and get ideas on improving your licensing game.
Email to get more information.

Thanks for the kind words from my recent students!

"I have been composing music for media for over a decade and decided to do a one-
on-one call with Ed to get a new perspective on the industry.  He provided much
insight to the business and world of music sync licensing, and his knowledge of
libraries, contracts, and networking is vast and well-organized.  Highly recommend
his class or one-on-one!" - Chris Joye

"Very well-presented and useful information from a guy who knows his stuff.  The
slides and notes are extremely well-organized and easy to follow after the course. 
Ed also took many questions during the course and provided detailed answers. 
Lastly, I'd say he took the time to listen to my music and offer some advice on logical
next steps for me.  Highly recommended!" - Michael Murray

"I highly recommend Ed Hartman for anyone who wants to get going in the sync
licensing business for their sound recordings.  Ed covers technical aspects like how
to submit music and necessary requirements like work for hire documents and other
legalities.  Surely you will want to start with a minimum two-hour session as there is
so much to cover.  I was delighted with all the information and Ed has an
encouraging winsome way that makes learning fun.  So much information!  Most
important for me is that I have a definite plan on what else to do to improve files for
submissions, and recommended targets whether exclusive or non-exclusive online
music libraries, pitching services, and even sync-agents.  My highest compliments for
an excellent service."  -  Thom Kurtz - Friends To The End

Ed's Wild World of Film and Music! (FREE Podcast) - New on Fridays
This has been epic. I am having a blast talking to filmmakers.  I hope to expand to
composers, music supervisors, etc.  I don't know how long "Season one" will go, but I
do have about a dozen shows recorded, including some solo shows about scoring. 
Thanks for listening!
Season 1...(Please share, rate, and subscribe!)
PODCAST #1: Also Sprach Ed. (Thus Spoke Ed)
PODCAST #2: Fairytales from Europe! (Interview with Filmmaker Tilman Borck)
PODCAST #3: Making Music for Movies!
PODCAST #4: An Animated discussion with Brian Schmidt (Contagious)
PODCAST #5:  Scoring - Part II (Electronic Scores)
PODCAST #6:  An Illuminating Discussion with Cinematographer Brad Rushing
PODCAST #7:  A Life and Death Discussion with Filmmaker Creighton Hobbs



PODCAST #7:  A Life and Death Discussion with Filmmaker Creighton Hobbs
PODCAST #8:  Getting Closure with Filmmaker Alex Goldberg
PODCAST #9:  The Big Picture with Filmmaker Ben Andrews
PODCAST #10:  An extraordinary discussion with Natalie Rodriguez, LA filmmaker!
PODCAST #11: Discussing Pizza and Life with Jay Salahi, LA filmmaker!
PODCAST #12:  The Dreamer’s Life with Filmmaker Eduardo Freitas

All links:
https://linktr.ee/edhartman
Thanks for checking this program out.  The first program is an
introduction to what I do and will be doing in the future.  The show is
about music and film, musicians, composers, filmmakers, and media
folks, including the arts and the business of it.

Ed Hartman Scoring News:
A couple of projects are on hold and/or waiting for further confirmation.  Hopefully,
more news next month. 

• My adventures in film-producing continue with my documentary, "It Gets in
Your Blood".  This has been an epic 2-3 year project and continues to grow. The
film has been accepted in 57 film festivals and won 56 awards/nominations,
including a few for the score.  By the time I finish this newsletter, more will be
coming in.  The film has had an over 80% acceptance rate so far. 
I will be heading to the Action on Film Megafest in Vegas, in August.  It actually
around 14 film festivals in one!  The doc has been selected by 3 of them!   I was
there two years ago and had a blast. Who knows, maybe it will be cooler than Seattle
- but I doubt it!
I also sent BMI a cue sheet for the doc.  (I am the producer, and can do that).  It's a
bit of work to got through the film and get the exact length of each track.  When you
do this, you will learn why cue sheets are often wrong!  There are codes for the cues,



do this, you will learn why cue sheets are often wrong!  There are codes for the cues,
like BV (Background vocal), BI (Background Instrumental), etc.  Everything has to be
correct to get paid.  I own the publishing so I will receive all royalties if there are any. 
For this short film, it's possible but probably won't amount to much.  Of course, you
never know what can happen, so it's worth doing the paperwork!  I did the cue sheet
for "As the Earth Turns" the film I scored, and it will be interesting to see what
royalties come from that. (TCM in Oct!)
(NOTE:  If you are a composer on a project (or have a track placed), I do recommend
checking with the production company to make sure a cue sheet has been filed
(needs to be with your PRO).  You generally have to give them the info on your
tracks first.  If they do not know how to do it, download forms from your PRO, and fill
out what you can (with your music).  Have the company actually email the cue sheet
to your PRO.  You can't do this, but they can.   If it's an indie, make sure you explain
to them that they do NOT pay royalties.  The broadcasters (NBC, HBO, etc) do. 
Royalties may create more income than your upfront fees, so don't forget about
them.  You can only go back about 9 months to get unpaid royalties.  It takes 9
months to find out your royalties, so this can be very tricky!

UPDATES:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/it-gets-in-your-blood-richard-lyford-documentary-film
The Doc is available on the NY Lift-Off Online Film Festival for the month of July.
($15 for over 100 shorts)

The doc will be included in the upcoming DVD/Blu-Ray!





"As the Earth Turns" Updates: 

I'm looking for retirement communities, film clubs, and schools to present "As

the Earth Turns" and the documentary.  Please let me know if you know of

anyone that might be interested in a live or virtual presentation (with Q&A).

Please email me, if you have any ideas.  Thanks!

  
Video about Screenings:

https://youtu.be/TIgUOxof_7s

or:

https://vimeo.com/525192611

 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE FILM: (links to Amazon, Google Play, YT Movies, Tubi-
TV) If you have no access to any of those platforms, please email me for a private
vimeo link)
https://www.astheearthturns.com/
Please use good speakers or headphones for the film.  The music IS the
dialogue!
122 festivals, 136 awards/nominations
(including 34 for best score!)



(including 34 for best score!)
Reviews and interviews on:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/press-for-as-the-earth-turns
Backstory: (A lesson in serendipity)
https://www.stage32.com/blog/The-Magic-of-Networking-You-Never-Know-Where-
Your-Next-Opportunity-will-Come-From

• "As the Earth Turns" will be on Turner Classic Movies in the fall.  The time has
changed a few times, and is looking like around Halloween!
"Had Steven Spielberg been a 16-millimeter camera-toting teen in the 1930s,
his home movies might have looked like “As the Earth Turns.”
Michael Rechtshaffen, LA Times

My soundtrack album is available! (Amazon, Itunes, etc.)
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy
Nominee:  Independent Music Awards!
“Congratulations on your achievements and a fantastic score. Continue making
music that tells a story as much as the film itself. We hope to experience more of
your work in the future.”
Global Independent Film Awards (Winner Gold Award, Best Score)



NEW article of mine about Film Festivals:
(This is great info for composers working with filmmakers!)

https://www.stage32.com/blog/An-Indie-Filmmakers-Guide-to-Film-Festival-
Submissions



Recent adventures in licensing/scoring (and producing!): 

* Besides writing a script about Richard Lyford, the director of "As the Earth Turns",
I have been doing a LOT of PR work with the doc (see above).  The DVD with all films is
due for release around the end of July  There are a few gigs waiting for confirmation, too.  -
more news next month! 
*  I have been updating a TON metadata on Songtradr.  The company did help ingest
about 150 tracks (nearly 400 total, now).  I had met the owner at a conference, and he put
me in touch with IT.  It took months but did help a bit. I still had to individually go through
the tracks, and add quite a bit.  I wish there were more copy/paste and drop-down menus
where you could grab another tracks meta, if it is similar.  Musicsupervisor.com does this
very well.  I'm going to talk to the ST about this.  My guess is they are already working on
it.  I'm about 1/3 the way through the tracks.  Hopefully, this will increase placements, etc. 
My work so far: https://www.songtradr.com/ed.hartman  There's a LOT of composers on
the site (nearly 1M tracks!).  I do like the fact that I can do my own updates, etc.  See
below about whether this pitching portal/library is for you. (PS: ST is getting huge. I believe
they just raised another $50M)
BREAKING NEWS!!!!
(FOR FULL EFFECT:  https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027817/break-the-news)
Crucial Music has just let me know that "Football Funk" (of Blind Side fame) has been
placed on CW's "Legacies" (Supposed to be Season 3, Ep. 17 but it doesn't look like
it's scheduled).  The track was pitched a few weeks ago (Crucial lets you see who they
are pitching to), and to was just selected.  Payment won't be for many months, but it's good
money and there will be royalties starting in 2022!
BMI Highlights:
* An indie short I scored (mentioned elsewhere in this newsletter) appeared on my
statement.  I made exactly $.01.  That's indie filmmaking for you!
* I did get a nice new placement on the Bradshaw Bunch (BRAVO), and it paid pretty
well right out of the gate (about $60)!  It came from a library I haven't worked with for a long
time. I did thank them for the placement and may send more tracks.

Tales from the Tech-Side:

Audiosocket, a library I work with, sent me an invite to try  Audioshake for free.   It's a
brand new software that allows you to break out stems (individual parts) from your
archived mixes.  (I also saw a mention of this on Syncsummit cafe by Mark Frieser. 
The company will be at the upcoming virtual Syncsummit in July, 2021 - I will likely
be on a panel, etc.) This is especially good for tracks that are pre-DAW or you can't
get back into a session with.  I tried it with a jazz vocal track.  It was pretty
impressive.  This is very smart AI that can honestly pull out pretty much any part of



impressive.  This is very smart AI that can honestly pull out pretty much any part of
track!  The vocal was exceptional.  They did this in minutes, too.  The drums
(brushes) weren't perfect (a few artifacts) but they also said that as the AI learns the
mixes will get better.  In fact, your mixes may update over time.  The bass was great,
and the vibes and piano were mixed together (there was a limit for the free demo). 
They did let me download mp3s and then wavs.  There was a short questionnaire
(they are trying to figure out pricing, etc.).  All in all, I was pretty blown away.  This
really will help tons of composers and songwriters.  I think the vocals are the biggest
gain on this.  I recommend anyone to look into it, for the future. 

UPDATE:  I did remix the piano/vibes, bass and drums to create a "bed" minus
vocals.  It was 90% there.  I did need to separate the piano/vibes track into R and L
and then force them R and L.  Logic may play with stereo tracks a bit, when they are
on a single track, even if they are stereo).  I need to learn more about this.  In the
end, it is VERY close to the original.

READER'S CORNER
(Brought to you by readers like YOU!)

Articles from Readers!
Please email me if you would like to submit something for this newsletter.  It can be

about anything in music licensing and scoring.  I would love to hear about your
personal adventures with music libraries, PROs, music supervisors, directors, etc. 

You are already an authority on something.  Just dig in and share.  Thanks!

Questions from the Audience... 
(Please email me. I will try to answer quickly. Any questions I use in future
newsletters will always be anon.)

Who have you had the best success with regarding placements?
As you can see in these newsletters, Crucial Music is very active with my
tracks. Crucial is very picky but worth the effort. You can only submit three tracks
every few months. Only a percentage are likely to get in. I've been submitting for
many years and and maybe 20% of my tracks are accepted.   I've gotten excellent
placements. For me, my tracks are typical "source music" like something you hear
on the radio or overhead music in a restaurant. I am especially good at retro tracks
(50s Muzak - they placed a track, "The Spring is in Your Step" in Twilight Zone last
year!). The submission process is a bit involved. Take screenshots the first time so
you don't have to think about the questions as much later. Keep track of your



you don't have to think about the questions as much later. Keep track of your
submissions (you can download reports). They do allow you to see who they're
pitching to. That's very rare. Do not under any circumstance contact those
companies though. That could jeopardize the placement and your relationship with
the library. I have a good relationship with them, myself. They pay on time, quarterly
(It can take a long time for them to be paid by the client, though). It's a slow game.
Once a track has been selected or rejected put another one in ASAP. Keep
submitting. PS Check the Crucial website for info about what type of music they are
interested in.
PS: Two more tracks were just accepted by Crucial.  A solo guitar piece, "Tango of
the Forgotten", and a funeral organ track, "Statim Finis".  The organ track was
originally written for a short comedy film.  (Non-exclusive!)

Will libraries commonly accept or reject a piece of music that is already released? 
Exclusive libraries may not allow you to release your music (they may own the
publishing).  Some exclusives will allow you to release it though.  It is possible for
an exclusive agreement to be only for sync.
Non-exclusives have no ownership of your music, and you can always do what you
want.  They may retitle the track (to get publishing for sync through their own
company, and list you as writer).  
I am in a number of non-exclusive libraries and have been successful. I have
released music, as well.  I generally work with exclusives on-demand, when I am not
likely to release the music.  This is all information I teach in my classes and one-on-
one sessions.

Do you have any experience with those pay-to-submit services?
Quite a bit. It would take too long to get specific (I teach classes in this). The short of
it:
Taxi - can be worth it, especially if you can get to the Rally (will be virtual this
year).   I've written extensively on it.  They are legit and listen to all tracks.  You get
reasonable reviews of your tracks (that is largely what you are paying for).  The
downside is cost (annual membership and per submission fees).  Even if a track is
forwarded, it may not get placed or added to a library.  This is true of any library or
portal, though. Keep in mind, there's a ton of folks in sync now, and an abundance of
music.  If you LEARN what and how to pitch your tracks and pay attention to
recommendations the screeners make, you will get more success.  TAXI has an
amazing community (seek them out on FB, the TAXIFORUM (free), and the rally (will
be virtual this year).  Michael Laskow, the owner is an extremely generous person
and does a ton of YT sessions on Mondays.  They are free for anyone and have a
huge amount of information.  (TIP:  If you do decide to join, call (don't join online)
and mention my name for a few free submissions).
Songtradr is a DIY totally non-exclusive library that allows you to keep your own
publishing without a retitle.  I have had customers (including TV) purchase tracks



publishing without a retitle.  I have had customers (including TV) purchase tracks
and I was paid 80% (Pro membership).  Even if you do the free membership you get
60% which is better than most libraries that take 50%.  Of course, they have built-in
monetization and I have made some money with that, including some reasonable
income from Tiktok. They also are a pitching portal although the chances of landing
a track are low.  That's similar to a library going after briefs.  It's an interesting model
and I do recommend it for now.  You could say that ST is a "sync agent" because of
the potentially lower percentage and the fact they don't go after any backend. In the
end, they are a hybrid, IMO.  They have their problems (website issues, but who
doesn't), reasonable communications and support, and very fast payment within a
few days (I have waited a year for an "up-front" payment from libraries!)  The
distribution is OK although I would be careful. I don't recommend them to collect
mechanicals (go the MLC directly), or YT ad rev for various reasons.  Otherwise, I do
recommend it especially for those getting started. It's low or no risk and can generate
revenue if your tracks are commercially viable and you have a good size
catalog.  That is typical in sync for anyone you want to work with.
Musicgateway - started off like Songtradr, but has changed a bit. Not seeing good
activity, success there (I'm on the free membership).
Musicxray - Can be pricey. I have issues with where some of the money is going (to
the client). I have had success with it, though. Summary: They can work, but you
have to be extremely selective on what you submit. Like most licensing, the client
has to make the track perfectly work. For many libraries, you can get to them directly,
and don't need portals. Custom requests though can be very interesting through
portals, though. 

Scoring questions:  
What should I say when a client asks for a quote for a track or score?
My advice is to never give a price first. Flush out the budget. You may be giving the
client audio, video, performance rights, etc. Will there be any backend? If so, will the
project be viewed only in that country, or in the US, too? If so, where (networks,
cable, etc.) When pressed for an answer, my typical response is to give a VERY
wide price range with a comfortable bottom end($1000 to $100K - in USD). High
should be very high. If there are any examples of similar projects by the client, you
might research them. My guess, is clients always have a budget in mind.

How do you deal with scoring films that need less music and more sound design?
I did a horror short a few years back with a very good filmmaker. It was a project that
was a result of a festival screenplay award (The award helped produce a screenplay
for the writer). The film would be shown at a very nice LA festival. I was brought in to
score by the production company. The director/writer really didn't choose me. The
film was very good and very dark. My score was electronic.
The initial notes were pretty good, "You are on the right track". It was a short film



The initial notes were pretty good, "You are on the right track". It was a short film
(under 10 minutes). I did about 7 revisions of each scene and it took about two
weeks. The director started to tell me that he needed it "darker". I got dark. Minor
chords became diminished. The director responded, "Make it darker".  Flat 2nds
started to creep in - I summoned the Phrygian God. Ambient electronic started to
permeate the score. The director would say, "Less is more."
At one point I sent all of my cues to the editor, to see what they could do. The editor
stacked them all up on top of each other to create a mix. That was the OPPOSITE
of what the director wanted!  Of course, the producers, cast, and crew loved it! From
that point, the director started to chop more and more out. The end result was very
little music. It was mostly ambient sounds here and there. Some of my score
remained. The end credits were left in. That track kicks off right at the final scene. It
was an intense piece. I used the dialogue from the film, run backward as vocals. It
was very disturbing but cool. The film did very well, and I still am friends with the
director. He is very successful as a director and actor. The film won a ton of awards
(none for the score!). When I did talk to him following the project, he did say that he
preferred ambient soundscapes, rather than score, and he normally works with
another composer. It was still a pretty good experience, though!

FILM COMPOSER OF THE MONTH
Bernard Herrmann

Truly original, and IMO the father of modern film scoring, including reinventing film
score harmony.  From his first film, Citizen Kane, to North by Northwest he



score harmony.  From his first film, Citizen Kane, to North by Northwest he
reinvented film score harmony.  My personal favorites include: Mysterious Island,
Journey to the Center of the Earth, Jason and the Argonauts, and, of course, The

Day the Earth Stood Still with theremin!
He conducts his own music on screen, in The Man Who Knew Too Much, and scores

the cymbals, perfectly to the plot (As a percussionist, I can relate the counting of
rests!)  Herrmann passes the baton to Williams, another giant - "Nuff said.  Rózsa,

Future thoughts:  Steiner, Bernstein, Goldsmith, Kamen (Baron Munchausen!),
Burwell, Barry, are all in my top 10.  I have special awards for Ernest Gold for the
ear-worm, It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World, and of course, Mancini.  So many to

chose from!  Who is your favorite?

Video of the month:
Frank Zappa 1965 Score! Talk about "What if?"

(Check out the main title)

https://youtu.be/soVPv4mP_9M
PS:  Great doc out about Frank!
https://youtu.be/U4F0rT0F6OQ

You will have an entirely different understanding of Frank after watch it.

LINKS OF THE MONTH:

Free orchestra swells:
https://www.northernfilmorchestra.com/post/nfo-orchestral-swells-our-new-free-
orchestra-sampler-instrument-produced-by-dan-keen?utm_campaign=24baab2e-



orchestra-sampler-instrument-produced-by-dan-keen?utm_campaign=24baab2e-
8b7d-48ed-af48-b59c652ab04d&utm_source=so&utm_medium=mail&cid=5c6ecc93-
d481-40f6-baf7-023a6d92130d

Izotope bundle (reg $1600+) (Great plugins)
https://store.izotope.com/store;jsessionid=198E4EB92447D5E440131856BE71E52B
?
Action=DisplayPage&Locale=en_US&SiteID=izotope&id=ThreePgCheckoutShoppin
gCartPage&utm_campaign=2021.05+Community+Appreciation+Bundle&utm_conten
t=PO+ROL&utm_medium=Email&utm_source=ACS&utm_term=Bump+2

CDBaby DIY Conference (FREE!):
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/cd-babys-virtual-diy-conference-2021-tickets-
157880895007

Incredible Izotope Plug-In sale: (I got this during the beginning of the Pandemic)
https://www.izotope.com/en/shop/deals.html?
&utm_source=ACS&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=2021.05+Community+App
reciation+Bundle&utm_content=PO+ROL&utm_term=Bump+4&deliveryName=iZo06.
01.21Community%2BAppreciation%2BBundle_Bump%2B4_PO%2BROLDM

FREE Filmmaker/Composer chat: (7-1-21):
http://seattlecomposers.org/event/sca-presents-writer-director-bao-tran/

Lots of practice scoring stuff!
https://blog.thecuetube.com/

Free Industry Contacts (Downloads!):
https://www.musicconnection.com/industry-contacts/industry-contacts-downloads

The most comprehensive list of genres of music available on the Internet:
https://www.musicgenreslist.com/

National Association of Composers/USA:
https://www.music-usa.org/nacusa/

Music for Ads:
https://blog.songtradr.com/making-music-for-ads-the-dos-donts/

ONGOING:
Syncsummit - FREE daily chats about music licensing, music supervisors, etc.!
http://syncsummit.com/synccafesignup/



List of Virtual Events:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RYTfJqnY6xaEmZuwTN1VofT7j1YitbI7V8
zfDtb8kDs/htmlview#gid=0

Meet Music Supervisors in person! ($$)
https://www.narip.com/naripevents/

TAXI TV!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuZpYuUC9yC8UGd0T6xcbUg

KEY WORLDWIDE MUSIC INDUSTRY & SYNC EVENTS LIST 2020:
https://www.synchtank.com/blog/key-worldwide-music-industry-sync-events-list-
2020/

Ed's Website: 

http://edhartmanlessons.com  (Lesson info, etc.)
http://edhartmanmusic.com - (Studio information, music, bio, links, calendar, etc.)
FREE listening.  Lots of music for soundtracks, movies, TV, commercials, etc. 

Recordings:

My recordings on CD Baby:
http://cdbaby.com/Artist/EdHartman
 

Shameless self-promotion Dept:
T-Shirts, Cups, Towels, Posters and SWAG!
Check em out! 
https://edhartmanmusic.threadless.com/ 
   

 



 

Ed Hartman Patreon Page:  (This is a FREE
newsletter.  This is the closest thing I have to a
subscription!) Is this newsletter worth at least $1
to you?  Honestly, this newsletter takes DAYS to
create!  I'm not complaining, but it has been
getting bigger.   If you can support this
newsletter, that would be wonderful! 
https://www.patreon.com/edhartman

Ed Hartman Consultation

I am always available for one-on-one consultation, in person or via phone or Skype
(call or email to set up)

One hour: $70.00

Two hours: $120.00

Groups: contact for price

I will be happy to critique your music, make recommendations for marketing, suggest
libraries to put you music in, help figure out studio configurations (although I am not a
heavy tech person. I can recommend people, though), and give you general career

advice. If you are interested, please call or email. 

Classic Quote or Joke:

"There's a fine line between genius and insanity. I have erased this line."
Oscar Levant

Check out "Rhapsody in Blue" about Gershwin. Great film with Oscar Levant
doing all of the piano work.  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0038026/
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